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In autumn it starts to get
colder and so does the
temperature of the ground!
Not all trees lose their
leaves in autumn.
Evergreen trees with
leaves shaped like
needles or leaves that
are thick and waxy keep
most of their leaves.

What happens
in autumn?
If you see me it
means there are
animations on
my slide!

It makes it hard for tree
roots to get water from
the soil so they can’t
send enough water to
the leaves. That’s why
the leaves leaves fall
from the trees.

Mushrooms like the
autumn because they
grow on all the dead
leaves that have fallen
from the trees. Never eat
wild mushrooms, they
can make you poorly!

There are lots of
different
mushrooms and
toadstools. Some
are poisonous!

This mushroom
is the fly agaric.
Small animals
like to eat it but
it is very
poisonous to us.
Look but don’t
touch!

Sebastian Swan – Autumn link

Most of the insects with wings
will have died leaving eggs,
larvae or pupae to survive until
next spring but some hibernate.

Ladybirds visit
our gardens in
the summer but
where do they go
in winter?

Some of our butterflies hibernate through the
winter. Any plants that still have flowers on in
September or October will be visited by these
butterflies so that they can feed on nectar
before going to sleep.
Butterflies hibernate under logs or inside
hollow trees or old buildings.

When autumn comes ladybirds find it
hard to find food so they find a
sheltered spot where they can hide
from the cold weather.

2 spot ladybirds are the ones you
might find hibernating inside your
house. They hide in cracks round
window frames, in lofts or under loose
tiles but you might also find them
under the loose bark of a dead tree.

food scraps.

Link to interactive
migration route

Some animals hibernate. They go to sleep for
the winter. In the autumn they are busy
making sure they eat lots of food to make
them fat enough to keep them alive during the
winter. In the spring when the weather gets
warmer they will wake up again.
Dormice eat flowers, berries and
insects. In the summer and
autumn they eat until they are
twice their normal size and fat
enough to live through the winter
without food.

Garden snails
usually hibernate
through the
winter.

7 spot ladybirds hide under leaf litter,
dead grasses or stones.

Other birds fly
away (migrate) to
warmer countries
where there are
still lots of insects
for them to eat.

Some birds such as
robins, blackbirds and
song thrushes change
what they eat.
Instead of insects they
eat berries, seeds or

Which other
minimini-beasts
hibernate?

Swallows are busy in the summer
flying over farmer’s fields looking for
food and darting down to catch flying
insects.
When summer is over and the air turns cool there
are few insects for the swallows to eat. In the
autumn, as the days get cooler, they leave our
country and migrate towards southern Africa
where it is always warm and there are plenty of
insects to eat. They travel thousands of miles but
they will be back in the spring.

As well as eating lots of food they get their
winter nests, dens and burrows ready.
Different kinds of animals hibernate in
different kinds of safe places so that their
enemies can’t find them!
This dormouse has made a
secret nest under a
hedgerow and rolled up in
a tight ball to hibernate
for the winter. It will wake
up in April when the cold
weather has gone.

Worms are busy
in the soil all
year round!
They don’t
hibernate.

Garden spiders die in
the autumn but young
spiderlings will be safe
in their silken cocoons
until they hatch in
May.

Which other
birds leave our
country and fly
to warmer
countries?
swift

Animals that eat
insects have to change
their feeding habits or
their lifestyles in the
winter or they will
starve.

Badgers live underground
in badger setts.
They eat worms, frogs,
small animals, birds, eggs,
insects, bulbs, seeds and
berries.

Which of these foods
would this animal not
find in winter?

Lots of ducks, geese, swans,
starlings, fieldfares, redwings
and other birds fly to our
country to escape the severe
winters in northern countries.
house martin

starling
nightjar

corncrake

In our country bats, hedgehogs and dormice
hibernate. Some people think that squirrels and
badgers hibernate but they are busy all
through the winter. They don’t hibernate.

bat
hedgehog

fieldfare

dormouse

redwing

The Brent goose arrives in October from the
Arctic and leaves again in March

Hedgehogs eat lots of food in the autumn and by
November they are ready to hibernate.
They start to build nests made from leaves and grass
under hedgerows, in old rabbit burrows and
in compost heaps.
When their nest is
ready they burrow
inside and turn
round and round to
make a cosy place
to go to sleep.

Pipistrelle bats eat small flying
insects. They hibernate in large
groups from about the middle
of October when their food
becomes scarce.
They gradually stop feeding and look for a
place to hibernate, usually a church roof or
church tower, a quiet place in a large house,
a hollow tree or a crevice in rocks.
Each bat hangs head down gripping the
surface with its feet and stays there until the
weather gets warmer.

Not all animals
hibernate
through the
winter.

In autumn squirrels spend
their time storing nuts to
eat during the winter.
They often forget where
they bury them!

Do you
know why
animals
hibernate?

Animals hibernate to
escape the cold winter
and also because it is
hard for them to find
food in winter time.

Frogs, toads
and newts
get ready for
winter too.

Frogs find it hard to keep warm in winter so
they have to find somewhere to shelter from
the cold.
They begin to hibernate in October.
Male frogs hibernate underwater underneath
piles of mud and rotting leaves.
Female frogs and young frogs stay on land
and hibernate in small cracks or under piles
of leaves, stones or logs.

If you know where there is an animal that
is hibernating you should leave it alone
because if it wakes up it might die because
all it’s body fat will be used up.
But please
watch out for
me at Bonfire
time ….
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Toads hibernate during the winter in
leaf litter, log piles or burrows.

Newts hibernate under large stones or compost heaps.

